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]SM 2:36-8. 1900.

TESTIMONY to the LAODICEANS? Tell- ’ 
SHAK- ing them that if one OBJECTS to the

ATOMIC WEAPONRY and the TAX-MONEY 
of the UNITED STATES=if not the 
NAVY of the UNITED KINGDOM=if not

I

WHO SEPARATED FROM WHO?
think we need a new Understanding of 

just 'YHQ_seoarates_from_WH01________

I tell you in Truth, the 
Lord is about to TURN and OVERTURN in 
the Institutions called by His name..He 1 
vill thoroughly purge His floor."TM 366/ Reading the PROPHECIES exactly as 

did the SELF-ADULATING PHARISEES ir 
the Days of the direct TESTIMONY o’ 
Jesus=as this History is Repeated= 
|(1)The SPA threw their Hat into

-A-

IN CONTRAST TO THE MANY=
"Enter ye in at the STRAIT Gate: 
for WIDE is the Gate, and BROAD is 
the Way, that leadeth to DESTRUCTION

HERE IN LANGUAGE THAT CAN HARDLY BE 
MlSUNDERSTOOD= the Saviour, in con
trast to the EARTHLY KINGDOM pro
jected by the EARTH-BOUND PHARISEES- 
to this Day=using the MIGHT and the

//hat else is FAITH=but a DESIRE? Is 
it enough to DESIRE Salvation? If 
it is=on whose TERMS? Shall we TELL 
God=or ASK Him?

ii

of her Fornication.
Glass of"PICK=ME= 

VISIONS OF GRAND-

at: Because STRAIT is the Gate, and 
NARROW is the Way, which leadeth un
to LIFE, and FEW there be that FIND 
it. BEWARE of FALSE PROPHETS, which 
come to you in Sheep's Clothing, but 
INWARDLY they are RAVENING WOLVES. 
Ye shall KNOW them by their FRUITS ' 
Matt.7:13-16.

Shall we follow the popular MAJORITY 
and declare:"! AM SAVED!" Or shall 
^e read of the PHARISEE who "KNEW"- 
ae was Saved=and told God so=yet 
-vent down to his House="DESTITUTE!"

WARFARE to carve out for themselves 
a "KINGD0M=0F=G0D!" being led by 
TEL AVIV MENACHEM BEG IN=hanging on 
to his Shirt-Tails we find SDA ROY 
(BARABBAS) ANDERSON=_

"And few there be that FIND it["

(lOjWHEN? The Answer is=God NEVER acts 
without FIRST giving the Warning. Is you 
FITHF -md OFFERINGS going tor thp STRAIT-3-

This narrative should be enough for 
any "Holier=than=thou"=advocate to 
THINK TWICE! About being "SAVED!"

FAIT « OR B A B Y L OW F~~
6, 1981. 

loeJm ReAzaiLch. Libiiuuj, Box. 1270,
FoaJz^, BC Canada. 1H0.

There is no such thing as FAITH = 
without EDUCAT I ON."STUDY to shew 
thyself APPROVED unto God...rightli 
dividing the Word of Truth. But shun 
PROFANE and vain BABBLINGS!"2 Tim.2

— —— — — — — —— — — — — — — — — —---- — — — — —-----—
"The things you have described as takinj 

. place in INDIANA, the Lord has shown me
would=take=place=just=before=the=CLOSE 
OF PROBATION. Everything uncouth would 
be demonstrated. There will be SHOUTING, 
with DRUMS, MUSIC, and DANCING..And thi3

'12NS_that_they_L0VEj_____________
lowhere is this clearer than in the"

Chaoter=Tl:179-187. EW 269“272.Sinc^ krooni ng of one Standard after the 
epther=and ONE arises and declares 
le is NOT putting up with this any 
nore=should the others STAY=WITH= 

is an entire-JIM? or LEAVE him to stay with the 
^EBEL CREW and APOSTATES? Just WHO 
left WHO? It is for certain that 
some will be moved by the Ho 1y SPIRI T 
to find the NARROW PATH and find 
the blessed "LITTLE FLOCK."

and GULLIBLE. The MULTITUDES do not
know enough to RESIST the Spell. ____~in"all Honesty?"
is it not the Prerogative of a G0D=and 
a GOD 0NLY! = to "FORGIVE" Sins? H0W=DARE: = 
HE=PRESUME=TO=USE=THE=PROTESTANT=PULPIT= = 
to put on himself the ROLE if not the 
ROBES=of ROME'S PRELATE PROVINCE?

DRUNKEN.
The Kings of the Earth=the Mighty 
vlen=are represented to be:"DRUNKEN 
vi th the:"WINE!" 
Is "I AM SAVED!" a 
UP"=to give them " 
EUR?"=and is that why the Popular 
■’GOSPEL" Hucksters offer it so free 

' j'ly? Set themselves up as little de- 
H the Wicked=LIFE! "

n the MlD-

(T)Suooose there is a Truth.
(2) This should be more Precious than Life.
(3) Suooose the Church is led into Error.
(A)From the 1903 ALPHA to 1980 OMEGA.
(5) It did not bother us to LEAVE the other and MANY there be which go in there- 
'hurches when they APOSTAT IZED=what is so 
Wonderful about this one that we should 
aot leave it?
(6) We left the other Churches to go with 
TRUTH=why not do the same?
(7) Here we are in this COMMUNION. UNSCRUF 
5UL0US men have weaseled their way IN an<jl 
taken over. NOTHING short of a DYNAMITE 
3LAST=will get them OUT!

is called the moving of the Holy Spirit..(8)God offers only ONE REMEDY! I
si IGHT H0UR= "Go ye OUT to meet Him!"
(9)"Organizations, Institutions, unless
^ept by the Power of God, WILL work under 
Satan's dictation to bring men under the 
control of men, and FRAUD and GUILE will 
bear the semblance of Zeal for TRUTH...
THEY introduce their own methods and plans NAPALM, NERVE-GAS, BACTERIOLOGICAL 
..to taint and corrupt OUR Institutions 
3.nd Churches... The Lord will work to Pt77?|Z-

;t>een in the Past = will be in the Futurb'.' FY His church.

While the PUBLICAN=with less:"SPIR 
JALITY"=less SELF-ESTEEM, but with 
far more HUM ILITY=went down to his 
House=’_'JUSTI Fl Ep!'j_Luke_18:10-l{l2iy

NG"
:he MONOMANIACS see only ONE THING! Unab 
;o see beyond ONE CHURCH=not knowing tha : 
:he 1AA,OOO come out of "ALL" Nations anc 
out of "ALL" Denominations=it 
ly NEW CHURCH! There must be a clear-cut ’’SEPARATION!" To be the Sons and Daughter! 

s j>f God . To be Worthy to be Sea1ecL _ 
to decide

INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT.
.•?|DAN I EL=EZEKI EL=JOHN=go into great Detai 

of the "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT"
our Fate. No Wonder the inexperienced 
"BORNED" Adventist finding himself TRANS
FIXED by the MESMERIZING TRANCE of the 
FR00MS(EW 87,12A-5)=set themselves up a; 
JUDGE and JURY=saying:"I AM SAVED!" _______________

why not go one Step further? BALLENGER 
took that into "HOLY FLESH!" in 1900. 
SM 2:31. JONES and WAGGONER took it into 
FREE-LOVE "PANTHEISM!" in 1903.Ev.600-1.

1 <A sort of Selling of

The powers of Satanic agencies BLEND with 
the din and noise, to have a CARNIVAL, 
and this is termed the Holy Spirit's 
working...They cannot tell WHAT=THEY= 
FORMERLY=KNEW regarding Bible PRINCIPLES. 
NO=ENCOURAGEMENT=SHOULD=BE=GIVEN to thi3 
kind of Worship...DEMONS in the form of 
MEN = are present... the Poison Sting of 
the SERPENT...Those things that have

fTHE QUESTION we are interested in=will
jthis be BEFORE or AFTER their PROBATION
jhas been SHUT? We have news for the Fen<£e|373. RH A4-.269. GW 104.
;Hangers~who are so Kind and Forgiving=
'they will Forgive for the Last Time.The
Angp]c nf Gnrl IFAVF thpm tn tha DFCEP-

-2-

I |A sort of Selling of "ABSOLUTION!" 
’Does the Holy Order Ecclesiastic

! jrevel in the Power he holds over 
^fallen ma and woman=acting as a:

1 r'MED IATOR'"-a False Christ=with the
j ^BLASPHEMOUS ASSUMPTION to:"F0RGIVE"
■ Sins? By his Holy Incantations and
1 Specious Oratory=MESMERIZE the WEAk



I. 1

the 2nd.

in

i

'HBOTH will be ATOMIZED!
Read_ th jsFJyeragajn^and-acja jn^

"RESPECT?"=or MOCK their PRAYERS’ 
SSSS35SS ~-i

6--5“

RE-
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■

■

upon themselves with SATISFACTION and 
PLEASURE. Jesus and the Angels look upon 
them IN ANGER. . .they will drink the WRATi 
of God...All Heaven beholds with INDIG
NATION...God will restrain His anger bu : 
little longer. His anger burns against 
this NATION, and ESPECIALLY against the 
RELIGIOUS BODIES." SG 1:189-191. 1858.

-1-

l'We recognize every agency that lifts uj 
Christ before men as a part of the Divir.e 
Plan for the EVANGELIZATION of the World, 
and we hold in HIGH ESTEEM the Christian 
men and women in other COMMUNIONS who 
are engaged in winning souls to Christ."

SHOULD WE BELIEVE THAT? ' 
OR SHOULD WE BELIEVE THIS:

H

ES...they bear the NAME of being Christ 
followers. It is IMPOSSIBLE to distin
guish them from the World. Their Minis
ters ... preach SMOOTH THINGS...The say-

FHERE IS A CONFEDERACY= if you know HOW 
to detect them.BRINSMEAD learned WELL at 
ANDERSON'S feet. Just as FORD learned 
WELL at the feet of PLYMOUTH BRETHREN 
F.F.BRUCE. Sent there bv the ANDERSONS 
and the FROOMS=1970“1972 at Manchester 
University in England. Called to unload 
that Stuff in_California_by„HEPPENSTALL.

and they have been filling up with every 
I saw great ir -

"From our very beginning we Adventists 
have been conscious of God's call to 
preach the everlasting gospel to every 
nation, people, and language. NOT=THAT= 
WE=HAVE=A=NEW=OR=DIFFERENT=GOSPEL than 
our fellow Christians have..."pL4LRAAL_ 
TfAdventistshave nothing” NEW=5TfFEREN^ in?s and doings of MEN are dwelt upon.. 
OR=BETTER=it is Time we shut off our 
Loud-Speakers and let the other Churches 
teach the "GOSPEL" that is "NO DIFFERENT' 
than ours! Where are all these SEVENTH- 
DAY ADVENTISTS=that they do not ROTTEN 
EGG him off the Platform! or TAR and 
FEATHER him! are they without SHAME? 
That_they J°ine^ this ROTTEN CHURCH! 
NO DOUBT rTWASHTM THAT EXPRESSED THE~

I saw the State of the DIFFERENT CHURCtf- 
s

jTION,.
p,127=so the "well-known Author of 
DESIRE OF AGES says:"...

)

The Pooular Puloits also see the 
these evil traits they throwUNHOLY LAND and UNHOLY CHURCH being 

"THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT!"=it is far j 
past Time to:"G0 YE OUT!" of both 
REAL and SPIRITUAL "JERUSALEM!"

UNCLEAN and HATEFUL BIRD.
iauity and vileness in the CHURCHES; yet 
they PROFESS to be Christians. Their pre 
fession, their prayers and their exhor
tations, are an ABOMINATION in the sigh': 
of God. Said the Angel, God will not 
smell in their assemblies. SELFISHNESS, 
FRAUD, and DECEIT are practiced by them 
without the reprovings of conscience. 
And over all

Find out where the "BRITISH FAB I AH 
SOCIETY" is leading us=to be em
broiled in another WAR ignited by 
TALMUD I STS_as_i_n_the_Days_of_ChrT;t.

1181-8,198-237,243. (HMSR=INTRODUC ■ 
. See also FOREWORD + PREFACE

SDA ROY A. ANDERSON having the DIA
BOLISM to GARROTE AND SHANG-HAI 
■EGW over to the BOLSHEVIKS of RED 
"ONE WORLDER" BLACK-HAND GANG TEL 
AVIV. Sr. White said they would 
■WIN! RAA p. 127,131,145-7,163,170,

They are Satan's faithful servants, not
withstanding they have ASSUMED another 
name. I saw that since Jesus had LEFT 
the Holy Place of the Heavenly Sanctuary, ters for "PRAYER MEETING STUDIES! 
and had ENTERED within the SECOND VAIL, 
the CHURCHES were LEFT as were the JEWS

WILSON is desperately trying to ASSURE 
us that he i s’: "HOLD I NG=THE=L I NE !" But 
next to his Page=R&H. July 2,1981=we 
have this from RAA:

■/HEN l READ I'HAI IN OP 625-6 =------
from Soft-in-the-Head FROOM or RAA- I 
I marked in my Book: T8:197. SG 4: 
73,103. EW 273-4. TM 472,277,139,61 
62,133,39- T5:132. RH A3:432. T4:81 
493. SPAULDING 436. Tl:282,345. SG 
1:75,190. EW 188.(Same.)GC 492,536, 
463,533-4,47. SG 2:300. T9:65,231. 
T3 :237,213,72,571• SM 2:68. Ev.411 , 
497,177. COL 299.________________
IT IS OBVIOUS= that these men neithe* 
<now nor care=what is in the SOP.No 
wonder that when RAA recommends such 
■-AW-HATING BOOKS as Hal Lindsey(See 
■ 'SATAN IS AL IVE!">152,154,164,173, 
176^181-2^18421882190,201-2,208,211 
)R~TO~REALLY hTt~B0TT0M=among"BOOKS' 
BY BABYLON=HUNDREDS OF THEM giving 
’’MINISTERIAL CREDITS" for those DUMB 
enough to read:"THE FREEDOM OF GOD'S 
S0NS"=Homer A. Kent, Jr. "FREEDOM 
FROM LAW!"=to be used by SDA Minis- 
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See d.76,82,87-8,104-5,115,142,151. 
(IMPOSSIBLE TO KEEP LAW!) 105,117, 
87,142,151.(INFERIOR LAW!)144,148. 
(NO WORKS!) 144.(FALLEN FROM GRACE!' 
151•(LANGUAGE!)=(AGAINST SABBATAR- 

- I ANS!)no Wonder the Old "Tis a Fool!
(HIS FAVORITE EXPRESS I ON!)=now eggs 
on America to JOIN the BLOODY ATHE
ISTS now wanting to start the 3rd. 
World War=to make the World safe for! 
TEL AVIV and MENACHEM BEGIN!

RAA=did not know WHERE he had been= 
; did not know WHERE he was going= 
jdid not know WHERE he was when he 

\ ______
’The man that is a hTRED K? LLER=ma''
h ook 1 i ke a Col 1 ege-Ki d=that a 
girl could fall in love with. 

, -sa> om ran mb ma ~ M mb m M m mb am a— ma m am — mb am mb bm am mm mb mb m mm am bm m 

■So how do you know=WHY that man i
•a Preacher? or why you should " 
rSPECT"=him if ELIJAH had to face
850 of the SAME KIND! Elijah had 
irjght_ jdea: "Let not one ESCJUMJ!

FALSE PROPHETS.
When they cry:"PEACE + SAFETY!" it 
is Time to FLEE OUT! T5:211-2.Pass 
on this Word to TEL AVIV + LAPP I CEA! _-8-r

ABLE DOCTRINES" 1957 BOOK:
"We are ONE with our fellow Christians 
of denominational groups in the great 
fundamentals of the faith once delivered

\"The Dog is turned to his own Vomit a- 
gain." 2 Peter 2:22.
E^^~”The' TRUTH~ is~so~DIFFERENT' in ~chaia-\ the CLOAK of RELIGION... and then look 
Icter and work from the ERRORS preached 
'.from POPULAR PULPITS that when it is 
[brought before the people for the FIRST 
\TIME, it almost OVERWHELMS them...NEW 
[and STARTLING TRUTHS which involve great 

'[changes and present a cross at every 
[STEP." Ev.177. 1887. —

WHAT DOES SHE SAYS? "The~JEWISH
■ people...have NOT REPENTED and been 
converted that I should heal THEM. 
THE SIGNS that they represent as 
tokens of THEIR release from Bond
age, are SIGNS of THEIR DESTRUCTION'.]\IERX SAME SENTIMENTS IN THAT "QUEST TON - 
RH A3:336-8,343-4,632. Dec.13,1893. 
A4-.156. DA 628-9,635,739,387.

KIASER BILL'S 1st. WORLD WAR.
(2) They did the same in 
WORLD WAR - for HITLER.
(3) As WORLD WAR #3=looms up=the 
ROY A.ANDERSONS with HMSR chiming 
in for his 2<£ worth. "ALL EYES ON 
ISRAEL." RAA. 1976. HARVEST PRESS 
P0 Box 3535, Fort Worth, Texas.
Z61Q5._$2.95._____________

IS THAT THE CHURCH YOU BELONG TOTp 
Whose message is so "DIFFERENT"=that peo- 
ole are STUNNED to hear it? Or do you 
want this:


